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For Immediate Release 

Political Gravity Signs Agreement with the Alabama 
Republican Party for Gravity™ Campaign Technology   

Frisco, TX, July 30, 2012:  Political Gravity Inc., a Frisco, Texas based political technology 

company, has signed an agreement with the Alabama Republican Party to provide them with 

leading edge campaign technology called Gravity™, Executive Vice President Matt Armstrong 

announced today.  The technology will be deployed in key counties and campaigns across the 

state of Alabama to help Republican candidates gain an edge over their Democrat opponents.   

Political Gravity, Inc. has developed sophisticated campaign software designed to assist 

conservative political candidates and grassroots groups in voter database management, micro-

targeting, organizing and communicating with potential voters, and driving GOTV (Get Out The 

Vote) efforts. Armstrong added “We have been fortunate to work with tremendous groups like 

American Majority Action, FreedomWorks for America, the Wisconsin Recall Action Fund, 

and ActRight Engagement, just to name a few, which has allowed Gravity™ to be the 

campaign technology of choice for the most Conservative candidates and groups in the country 

this election cycle, and the Alabama Republican Party adds to our list of awesome partners. 

Campaigns today must be able to harness the power of technology to run better campaigns, 

and we feel Gravity™ is just the tool to help conservative candidates and groups do that.” 

TJ Maloney, Executive Director of the Alabama Republican Party, said “The Alabama Republican Party 

is committed to helping our Republican candidates run effective and efficient campaigns, and the 

Gravity™ software is going to help us accomplish that. Technology is a vital part of running modern 

campaigns, and we insist that our candidates have every advantage possible to defeat their Democrat 

opponents. This technology is simply amazing:" 

For more information about Political Gravity go to http://win.politicalgravity.com/ or 

www.powerofgravity.com  
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